
Beyonce Is Sasha Fierce | Sasha Fierce Is A Demon

  

I am ... Sasha Fierce. Who is Sasha Fierce?

I strongly encourage you to send this article to every youth pastor, parent and the leadership of
every youth department that you know. This article is credited in its entirety to Latter Days
Ministry Web site. Their site is not to be confused with the Latter Day Saints or Mormons. The
ministry is called Latter Days because believers are in the last days leading up to the second
coming of Jesus Christ. Latter Days is a Christian ministry dedicated to preparing God's people
for His imminent return.

Here is a riddle for you. How does a nice, Christian girl become a whore, a witch, and a
manslayer? The answer is she doesn't; someone else does. Are you confused yet? Well, just
keep reading.

Beyonce announced in 2008 she wants to be called Sasha Fierce. Fittingly, the name of her
new album is, I Am ... Sasha Fierce. So what? you may say, "That is just her stage name, all
the stars do that." Is it just a stage name? Let's see what Beyonce has to say about it.
[emphasis added by the writer of this article from Latter Days Ministry Web site]

“When I see video of myself on stage or TV I’m like, ‘Who is that girl?’ That’s not me, I wouldn’t
dare do that." Beyonce, September 2003.
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"I created my stage persona to protect myself, so that when I go home, I don't have to think
about what it is I do. Sasha isn't me." Beyonce, Parade Magazine, December 2006

"I wouldn't like Sasha if I met her offstage." Beyonce, Parade Magazine, December 2006

"I have someone else that takes over when it's time for me to work and when I'm on stage, this
alter ego that I've created that kind of protects me and who I really am." Beyonce, Press
Statement, October 2008

"Sasha Fierce is the fun, more sensual, more aggressive, more outspoken side and more
glamorous side that comes out when I'm working and when I'm on the stage." Beyonce, Press
Statement, October 2008

"I’ve created an alter ego: things I do when performing I would never do normally. I reveal things
about myself that I wouldn’t do in an interview. I have out-of-body experiences [on stage]. If I cut
my leg, if I fall, I don’t even feel it. I’m so fearless, I’m not aware of my face or my body."
Beyonce, Marie Claire interview, October 2008

Beyonce believes that when she is performing, another person takes her over and
causes/allows her to do things that she would not ordinarily do. While in this out of body state,
she is not aware of, and loses consciousness about, her own body! Her performances are so
debased and exhibit such debauchery, that she cannot even bring herself to acknowledge what
she is doing [and what she has become]. Instead, she has created this alter ego that allows her
to escape her actions and attribute them to another person. So, it is not Beyonce grinding,
hunching, pumping, and stripping half-naked on the screen ... it is Sasha!

Even on her Web site, she allows you to see these different personalities. At the bottom of her
site, you can slide the pointer over to the I am side where the entire site becomes lighter in
appearance. Here, the pictures of Beyonce appear provocative and revealing, but her facial
expressions are more demure. Slide the pointer to the 
Sasha Fierce
side and the entire site becomes dark while the pictures take on a more sadomasochistic feel.

You know what they call this in the world? It’s called Multiple Personality Disorder that involves
a disturbance in identity whereby two or more separate personalities or identities, known as
alters, control an individual's behavior.

You know what it is called in Biblical terms? Double-mindedness, or as stated in the Greek
dipsychos that literally means two minds or two souls.

"A double minded man is unstable in all his ways." James 1:8

The double-minded person continually falters between two choices - God and satan - because
an unclean spirit [demon] has taken root in their souls.
I Kings 18:21
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The presence of this demon spirit defiles the soul. James 4:8

In order for the heart to be purified, the unclean demon spirit must be cast out."Create in me a
clean heart, O God; and renew a right spirit within me
." Psalms 51:10

  

How does Beyonce go from disliking and disassociating herself from Sasha to embracing and
becoming Sasha? It is the evidence that the demon Sasha is taking her over. The more
Beyonce gives room [an open door that gives legal right to the demon to enter, inhabit and take
residence in a person] to Sasha in
her life, the more her own personality will be suppressed and overcome by that demonic spirit.

This is illustrated in Beyonce's I Am Sasha Fierce tour. She demonstrates that when it comes to
a battle between herself and Sasha, Beyonce
loses and 
Sasha
wins.

Beyonce appears as virginal, innocent, and sweet dressed in white, which is the image often
presented of her. Yet, we know this image has no substance as she reaches for a double-sided
coin and is exposed in a way that is neither pure nor innocent. It is a depiction of whoredoms as
purity, which is really what the whole Beyonce/Sasha dichotomy is about.

Beyonce proceeds to toss the coin into the air, with one side representing Beyonce and the
other side representing Sasha Fierce.

Link to video on YouTube - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1zwnq-2EBs

Notice how the crowd cheers as Sasha wins the flip of the coin. Many Beyonce fans identify
more with Sasha than Beyonce, and there is a reason for that. We will explain this later.

Is Beyonce's identity really just a result of chance? Is this just a promotional gimmick? Or is
something else going on entirely here fellow Christians?

"... for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage." II Peter 2:19

"It’s entertainment and I believe god is okay with that. I honestly believe He wants people to
celebrate their bodies, as long as you don’t compromise your Christianity in the process."
Beyonce, The Sun, October 2003

In 2003, Beyonce was still trying to hold on to a semblance of Christian life. She was able to
deal with her role as a member of an R&B trio because in her own mind, it was just
entertainment. It was all okay as long as she didn't compromise her Christian principles.
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But what happens when the world begins to demand more? What if holding onto Christ begins
to interfere with your career aspirations? How do you deal with the fact that the way you dress,
the things you do, and the words you sing are immoral? You adopt another personality so that
you can have it all, Christ and the world - or at least that is what Beyonce has tried to do.
Matthew 6:24

You may resent me [the writer of this article on Latter Day Ministry’s Web site] for saying this,
but I desire to see Beyonce set free. I cannot even write this post without great sorrow over
what is happening to this young girl. Frankly I find those who relish in her demise to be
sickening. It turns my stomach that people will sing and dance along with her music as they
watch her being overcome by what she acknowledges is something beyond her control. Such
people care nothing for her. They would rather see her life shrivel up and her spirit crushed as
long as the music keeps playing. Think about that the next time you are singing along with her
latest hit. While you may be enjoying the beats, it is coming to you at the expense of her own
life.

G. Craig Lewis of EX Ministries has an eye-opening documentary series entitled, The
Truth About Hip Hop
. Beyond exposing the Hip Hop genre, Minister Lewis does a tremendous job of
explaining how satan is using today's music to channel worship unto himself.

Similar to how the presence of the Lord is ushered in during a church's praise and worship
service, the world's performers also instruct their fan(atic)s in the ways of worship. Performers
encourage fans to raise their hands in surrender, call out their name, and incant the words over
themselves as they sing along. This creates an atmosphere of worship whereby a transference
of spirits can occur as they invite the spirits undergirding these entertainers to enter their own
souls. Even secular news outlets reveal this truth in describing Beyonce's I Am Sasha Fierce
concert, "The mostly female audience, a collective of worshipers made up of all ages, shapes
and sizes, danced along."

In the case of Jay-Z and his wife Beyonce, they go one step further and place a curse over all of
their fans by holding their hands up in a pyramid framing their left eyes to channel the all-seeing
Eye of Horus. In Egypt, the pharaohs were considered to be a reincarnation of the false
Sun-god Horus/Ra. The Eye of Horus is a reminder that Horus/Ra is keeping watch over and
protecting mankind. As a representation of his daughter, the Eye of Horus is also referred to as
the goddess Sekhmet [also spelled Sachmet]. Although not an Egyptian name, the name Sasha
itself literally means Guardian of Mankind. It is the same spirit presented in Sachmet. Yet who
are Jay-Z and Beyonce guardians of mankind for?

There is a video on YouTube illustrating Jay-Z and the rest of his lackeys making the song
Lucifer, Don of the Morning. Part of the lyrics in this song [to use the word lightly] include, "And
when I perish, the meek shall inherit the earth. Until that time, it's on and poppin', church."
Immediately after this part in the song, Jay-Z says, "That's my word. I never read the Bible a
day in my life. I don't even know how I knew that though."

Jay-Z, let me help you understand. There is a demon speaking through you! These are not your
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words, these are not your styles, these are not your beats. You are just a vessel through that
Satan can get across his message. He is using you, and your supposed genius is nothing more
than the demonic rantings of a fallen spirit being. Who is the "I" waging war against the church
of God? Who is the "I" who must perish before the meek inherit the earth? It surely isn't Jay-Z. It
is the false god, Ra; a representation of Satan himself.

According to Egyptian mythology, Ra became angered by the people's rejection of him. He then
plucked a symbol of his daughter - his own eye [the all-seeing eye] - out of the royal serpent
and sent her forth as a lion in the earth to destroy mankind. We are told on the ancient Egyptian
religion and mythology Web site that in her blood lust, "She waged war on humanity
slaughtering thousands until the fields were awash with human blood."

There is a reason why Jay-Z thinks that he is god.
There is a reason why Jay-Z sings tributes to Lucifer, Don of the Morning.
There is a reason why Beyonce's alter ego is named "Sasha."
There is a reason why Sasha has married "Jayhovah, the God MC" [as he calls himself]. There
is a reason why Sasha is "fierce."

Fierce is defined as violently hostile or aggressive in temperament, given to fighting or killing,
marked by unrestrained vehemence, wild or menacing in appearance, savage, cruel, barbaric.

"For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places." Ephesians
6:12

Do you think these things are just occurring by happenstance, that it is just coincidence?
Scripture says to know no man after the flesh. II Corinthians 5:16 These are spiritual forces at
work. Sasha is on a rampage, and under the tutelage of the false god Horus' all-seeing eye, she
is on a mission to destroy.

Before satan could fully use Beyonce, he had to diminish her resistance to the Sasha demon.
There was a progression in Beyonce as she grew closer to Jay-Z; a progression in her music, in
her performances ... and in her acceptance of Sasha. Gone was any innocence that may have
been associated with her earlier image; now she shifted to Crazy in Love [the first song
released on her previous CD titled Dangerously In Love.]

"Sasha Fierce was born when I did Crazy in Love. People, when they meet me, expect that all
the time, but that person is strictly for the stage."
Beyonce, People Magazine, November 18, 2008

Beyonce says that Sasha Fierce was born when she did Crazy in Love. This video is an
excellent depiction of what Jay-Z's influence has done and how 
Sasha
becomes stronger as Beyonce is [spiritually] killed off. Beyonce sells her soul to become more
famous, but the price is that she is left burning in a hellish fire that Jay-Z started so that Sasha
Fierce can live. The devil loves to make a mockery of man by putting what he is doing right in
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your face. Art is indeed imitating life. Yet, what started the fire?

"Know ye not that your bodies are the members of Christ? Shall I then take the members of
Christ, and make them the members of an harlot? God forbid. What? Know ye not that he which
is joined to an harlot is one body? For two, saith he, shall be one flesh. But he that is joined unto
the Lord is one spirit. Flee fornication. Every sin that a man doeth is without the body; but he
that committeth fornication sinneth against his own body."
I Corinthians 6:15-18

Fornication is the one sin that is actually against your own body, because you are joining
yourself spiritually [not just physically] with the person with whom you fornicate. No matter how
casual the experience, you have created a soul tie that gives the spirits operating in that person
access to your soul. The more you fornicate, the stronger those ties become.

"But every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust, and enticed. Then when lust
hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin: and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death ." James
1:14-15

Beyonce's imagery, her songs, her performances ... they are all created to engender lust. Her
body is actually the divining rod used to enthrall and instill lust in her worshippers. It is pure
witchcraft. There is a prominent woman in Bible who God says was both a witch and a whore;
her name was Jezebel. [II Kings 9:22] Like Sasha, she too was a slayer of men.

"When Jehu came to Jezreel, Jezebel heard of it. And she painted her eyes and adorned her
head and looked out of the window ." II Kings 9:30

Jehu, a man of God, was coming to confront Jezebel for her idolatry against Israel. Notice that
the first thing Jezebel did was to paint her eyes. This was a dedication ritual used to tap into the
magical powers of the Eye of Horus [mentioned at the beginning of this article]. Dark grey paint
was used to accentuate the eyes and extend them out to the corners of the face.

  

By doing this, Jezebel was asking her gods for the power to seduce and overpower Jehu. The
scripture goes on to say that it was some eunuchs [castrated men who were not subject to her
demonic charms] who finally cast Jezebel down.

On Beyonce's site, when you slide the pointer at the bottom of the page to the Sasha Fierce
section, the pictures on the top of the page change. Every single Sasha picture featured has
Beyonce adorned with this eye dedication. As seen in the Bible, she is using the Eye of Horus
to be endowed with a 
Spirit of Seduction
and to use that spirit to entrance others [like youth, males and women].
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This demonic Spirit of Seduction will be imparted to those who follow after her. While that may
sound glamorous, look at the price of insanity that Beyonce is paying to entertain that demonic
spirit. Even more telling, look at the end that Jezebel suffered for the same - cast down,
trampled underfoot by horses, and remains eaten by dogs. God says that He will not suffer a
witch to live and the demise of Jezebel illustrates God's vehement anger against this demonic
spirit.

What Happened To One Beyonce Fan: The Demonic Spirit of Seduction

In preparation for one of his The Truth About Hip Hop videos, Minister Lewis interviewed a
young girl who talked about her experience as a fan of Beyonce. She initially was a great
admirer of Beyone's beauty, style, and music. The more she followed Beyonce, the more she
wanted to be just like her. But then strange things began to happen.

  

Instead of lusting to be like Beyonce, she began lusting to be with Beyonce. The feelings of lust
Beyonce inspired were now focused on Beyonce herself. This young girl now had to contend
with feelings of lesbianism from the unclean demonic spirits as they attempted to corrupt her
very soul.

Beyonce has a song on her new album entitled, If I Were a Boy. The song might as well be
entitled, Why You Should be a
Lesbian . In this song,
Beyonce sings about all the things that she would do differently if she were a boy in love with a
girl. The song lays down the premise that no one can understand and love a girl like another
girl.

We discussed in an earlier post how satan is attempting to prepare mankind to receive the
anti-Christ by perverting the nature of mankind into that of a sodomite. Clearly Beyonce/Sasha
is playing right into his hand as she is held up for all the world to admire.

Sasha is not an alter ego, nor a stage name. Sasha is a demon spirit. Demonic spirits within you
fellow Christians require [integrated] healing & deliverance, else they remain in your life/body.
Because you stop listening to Beyonce’s music or when you stop looking at her videos does not
remove the demons you, your children, the youth at your church or adults at your church have
opened themselves up to.

In Jay-Z and Beyonce we have the continuation of the same ancient, unclean demonic spirits
that have been trying to influence mankind for centuries. There is truly nothing new under the
sun. As seen through the example of Jezebel and Ahab, they rule through perversion as they
lead people into idolatry to worship false gods and away from The True and Living God.

Really think about what Beyonce has said. She finds what she is doing in her life so
reprehensible and so contrary to what she knows about God, that the only way she can live with
herself is to blame these acts on another person, Sasha! [You are aware that blame shifting is
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also controlled by a demonic spirit, right fellow Christians.] How then in good conscience can
you support and celebrate her descent into madness? Instead of the church being in prayerful
intercession for her, many are too busy trying to get access to her latest album.

There is a bonus track to the I Am ... Sasha Fierce album called Save the Hero. In this song,
Beyonce claims to be in need of a Savior. Some of the lyrics include:

I lay alone awake at night
Sorrow fills my eyes
But I’m not strong enough to cry
Despite of my disguise.

I bottle all my hurt inside,
I guess I'm living a lie.
Inside my mind each day I die
What can bring me back to life?

I've given too much of myself
And now its driving me crazy
I'm crying out for help?
Sometimes I wish someone would
Just come here and save me
Save me from myself.

When she's left all alone
And she’s crying out for help
Who's there to save the hero
Who's there to save the girl.

There is no glam in being demon possessed; it is torture, bondage. It will make you feel as if
you are going insane and as if you are dying, because you are [spiritually dying]. Thank God
there is a Savior who can give life, who can destroy the disguises, who can save us from
ourselves. His name is Jesus, and He is waiting and available to remove the burdens and the
bondage for all who come to Him in faith.

The transformation of Beyonce into Sasha is nothing to wink at. It is a testimony to the reality of
the spiritual war being fought for the souls of men. Those who falsely believe [like Beyonce] that
God will somehow overlook or excuse their sin, you are deceived.

There is only one answer for sin, acknowledge, confess and repent according to the Bible. In
these end times, those who commit themselves to Christ will be transformed more and more
into the image of Christ. Those who commit themselves to satan will be transformed more and
more into his image. There is no middle ground. Choices are being made every day as people
decide which fount it is from which they will drink. James 3:11-12

"He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and he that is
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righteous, let him be righteous still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still. And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be."
Revelations 22:11-12

The Latter Days Web site has received almost 200 comments from readers about this post, and
it is a blessing to be able to open people's eyes about what is going on here.

[Link to the original article and reader’s comments that are at the bottom - http://thelatterdays.b
logspot.com/2008/12/i-amsasha-fierce.html
]

Please know that this issue of demonic spirits being channeled through entertainers, including
Christian entertainers, is not limited to Beyonce and Jay-Z. Be watchful, prayerful, and wise
about the music you and your family listen to.

Some individuals also find this hard to deal with and claim that this is just crazy. Yet
interestingly enough, not one of these persons has been able to dispute the evidence
presented.

They don't dispute Beyonce's own words about what is happening to her.
They don't dispute the idolatrous spiritual history tying the false god and goddess Ra and
Sachmet.
They don't deny that both Jay-Z and Beyonce actively promote the Eye of Horus/Ra in their
music, clothing, and performances.

All they can do is turn a blind eye and say it is not so.
Fellow Christians, a blind eye, is called denial or spiritual blindness.
Both of these strongholds are also controlled by demonic spirits.
Why are they blinded?
Because they are already in alliance with that same demonic spirits.

Jesus Christ came to set the captives free. If you desire to know the truth in any area, pray and
ask that Jesus lead you by His Holy Spirit. All those who seek after righteousness shall be filled.

I strongly encourage you to send this article to every youth pastor, parent and the leadership of
every youth department that you know. It is for certain if children or adults have been engaging
in watching, dancing, duplicating what is in this article, then each person has certainly created
an open door for these demons to enter your life/body.

Thank you for taking your time to read this article on Healed People, Heal People. If you
are not a member of this online community, we invite you to join for free here . There are
regular updates of encouragement wrapped in biblical truths.
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